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ABSTRACT
Substantial economie losses and potential dangerous situations may result wlien industrial
companies unexpectedly have to shut down their activities in an abrupt way. With respect to
tlie industrial companies located in the Antwerp harbour région, the reason for such an
unplanned shut-down could be the décision to (preventively) evacuate their worl<ers, or to
have them sheltered, in case of an alarm situation in the nearby nuclear power plants of
Doel or in any other adjacent industrial factory. Between January and August 1998, the
prevention advisors of 9 of these industrial companies have been interviewed to gain an
insight into the scale and the relative importance of the several economie costs and practical
difficulties that may arise. Moreover, the appropriateness of the existing nuclear emergency
response décision structure and intervention philosophy was verified. In this paper, we report
on the main conclusions that can be drawn from these interviews and formulate some
recommendations to increase the efficiency of implementing countermeasures in industrial
areas.
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Introduction
In llterature [1, 4, 6, 7] often référence Is made to the substantial economie losses and
potential dangerous situations that under particular circumstances might resuit when
industrial companies unexpectediy have to shut down their activities in an abrupt way. With
respect to the industrial companies located in the Antwerp harbour région, the reason for
such an unpianned shut-down could be for instance the décision to (preventively) evacuate
their workers, or have them sheltered, due to an alarm situation in the nearby nuclear power
plants of Doel or in any other adjacent industrial factory.
Doctoral research at the Belgian Nuclear Energy Research Centre (SCK»CEN) and the
University of Antwerp (UFSIA) aims to gain an insight into the implications préventive
intervention décisions may have in industrial areas. Furthermore, méthodologies are being
developed to support these intervention décisions and mitigate their adverse effects.
In the framework of this research project, the prevention advisors of 9 industrial companies affiliated with the Association of Industrial Companies in North Antwerp^ - have been
interviewed. These participating companies are active in petro(chemistry) (5/9), the storage
and treatment of hazardous materials (2/9), waste disposai (1/9) and energy production
(1/9). Table 1 summarises some important data, characterising these firms.

employees
(including contractors)

Tumover
(million Bef^)

Added Value
(million Bef)

Installations
(million Bef)

minimum

5

26

4

11

maximum

1170

14.472

9.472

31.059

188

3.200

1.210

2.515

médian

T a b l e 1.

Some characteristics of the participating companies.

The remainder of this paper proceeds as follows. The next section summarises the research
questions that were studied. Section 2 discusses the methodology used to obtain the
necessary data. Section 3 presents the main results^. Finally, some recommendations are
formulated in section 4.

1.

Research questions

The purpose of the inten/iews consisted in finding an answerto the following questions:
1. What is the scale and the relative importance of the several economie oosts and practical
difficulties that may arise when countermeasurés (évacuation, sheltering) are imposed
on industrial companies ?
2.

Is the current emergency response décision structure and intervention philosophy [2, 5]
in which the government unilaterally imposes lts décisions on the threatened companies
based on pre-defined intervention criteria, rather than a décision structure in which the
threatened companies are explicitly involved in the décision process, the most efficient in
order to mitigate the oosts and potential dangerous situations observed in 1 ?

^ In dutch: VIBNA, Vereniging van Industriële Bedrijven Noord-Antwerpen.
2 1 Bef = 1 Belgian franc (1 U S $ « 35 Bef, November 1998).
^ In tliis document only général or aggregated results are presented; the individual results for each of the
participating companies are discussed in a confidentiel report [8].
1

2.

Methodology

The necessary data was collected by means of semi-structured interviews [3, 9] on the basis
of a questionnaire that was compiled in close collaboration with a number of experts in the
field of nuclear emergency planning and industrial safety'*. The use of semi-structured
interviews has two important benefits. First, the person-to-person contact between the
interviewer and the interviewée could stimulate the latter to 'confide' quite delicate
information. Secondly, it allowed us to deal with qualitative information more easily and to
ask additional questions for clarification whenever necessary. The number of interviews was
limited (one or two per company) and as such, the main disadvantages of this data collection
method (costly and time-consuming) were of minor importance.
It must be stressed that only 9 of the 26 VIBNA-companies have been interviewed, while
some important VIBNA-companies did not belong to the sample. Furthermore, not all
industrial companies in the Antwerp harbour région are affiliated. Finally, some of the
obtained answers reflect the opinion of the interviewed prevention advisors who may have a
very spécifie background and professional expérience.

3.

Results

The following results were obtained with respect to the first research question.
•

The two companies without production processes can almost instantaneously (15
minutes or less) halt their activities and evacuate the werkers. The other 7 companies,
with mostly continuous production processes, require eonsiderably more time: their
production can be shut down in a eompletely safe and economie justlfied way^ in 1 hour
to 4 days, and in a safe way^ in 15 minutes to 8 hours. Although the implications of both
shut-down procedures may differ drastically from fimi to firm, the following observations
are valid in général (Table 2).
•

The potential werker exposure will be smaller in case of a safe shut-down as both the
time needed to exécute the shut-down and the required number of workers in open
air are smaller than in case of a eompletely safe and economie justified stop.

•

However, a safe shut-down may result in a much longer start-up phase once the
countermeasure has been temiinated. This does not only imply an increased
immédiate loss of added value, but aise the potential loss of mari^et share (having a
prolonged négative effect on the eompany's results). Moreover, this shut-down
procedure may produee considérable costs to the installations and result in larger
losses of reagents and réaction produets. The occurrence of damage to the
environment cannot be exeluded in advanee, but the implications remain moderate in
gênerai.

'* Some market research professionals were consultée! a s well In order to optimise the practicability of the
questionnaire.
^ This procedure refers to a shut-down without any residuai risks, nor important start-up costs due to damage to
the installations.
® This procedure refers to an emergency shut-down respecting the safety of the workers and the population,
without taking into account, however, the economie implications of this stop. Moreover. some small residuai risks
may still exist (for instance, due to présence of toxic materials in the installations).

A. Completely safe shut-down
range
Worker

médian

range

médian

exposure

• duration shut-down
• number of workers
• activities in open air
Economie

B. Safe shut-down

15 min

96 hours

1 ->40
<20%

> 80%

4 - 5 hours

5 min -> 8 hours

< 10
40% - 60%

1 hour

1 ->25
0%

> 80%

< 10
20% - 40%

impact

• loss of added value
• duration start-up phase

0-40

MBef/day

3.5 MBef/day

0 - 6 days

3 hours

0-40

MBef/day 3.5 MBef/day

0 - 30 days

48 hours

0 - 0.5 MBef

0

0 - 50 MBef

moderate

0 - 0.65 MBef

0

0 - 6.25 MBef

0

• loss of market share

yes

pot applicable

yes ( » A)

not applicable

• secondary costs

yes

not applicable

yes (> A)

not applicable

no

not applicable

moderate

not applicable

• costs to installations
• loss of reagents, reaction products

• environmental damage
T a b l e 2,

C o m p a r a t i v e overview 'completely s a f e shut-down' v e r s u s 'safe shut-down'. '

After the production processes have been shut down in a completely safe and economie
justified way, or in a safe way, most companies require óne or more workers to guard
their territories for economie (prevention of theft) or safety reasons (for instance: to
observe and fight any spontaneous combustion of particular products).
In case the available time to shut down the production processes is smaller than the time
needed for a safe emergency stop, important domino-risks (fire, release of töxic
materials) may result in all companies with production processes. These secondary risks
should be avoided and are of major importance for those companies that require a
considérable amount of time to be safely shut down.
All companies have sheltering possibilities at their disposai that provide similar (or slightly
less) protection against ionising radiation than residential houses. 4 companies can
continue to produee during a couple of hours with minimal or no losses at all, when a
limitëd number of workers shelter, and the ethers are evaeuated. Production in the ether
5 companies can eniy be centinued when it is allowed to have a limited number of
workers perform opérations in open air during a limited peried of time (for instance:
manually opening a valve, starting a pump, repair break downs, etc).

^ T h e s e data should be interpreted carefully as some interrelations are noi indicated in this table. A s such, it is
not (necessarily) that under a worst case sceriario 40 workers should mainly (>80%) perform outdoor activities
during 96 hours to shut down the production processes in a fully safe and economie justified way.

With respect to the second research question, it can be concluded that the current
emergency response décision structure and intervention philosophy probably show some
limitations with respect to the implementation of countermeasures in industrial areas.
•

The traditionally applied inten/ention levels insufficiently take into account the economie
implications and potential risks described above. Whether these oosts and risks should
effectively be taken into account or not, dépends on the phase and severity of the
release:
•

The majority (7/9) of the prevention advisors thinks that for industrial werkers ether
intervention levels than these applicable in residential areas must held in situations
where utilisation of the latter may result in important demine-risks. In such
situations, even the implementation ef distinct countermeasures can be eensidered
fer the different business units. In order to avoid serieus demine-risks, it may be
apprepriate te expose a limited number ef werkers during a limited peried ef time te
ionising radiation, previded that they are equipped with the necessary individual
respiration protection and pretective clething en the ene hand, and that the
severity ef the release does not exceed a particular thresheld en the ether hand.
The aim ef these expesures must be te minimise the total (nuclear âod chemical)
risks.

•

The majority (6/9) ef the prévention advisors finds that secie-econemic aspects
must be taken into account during the pre-release phase, i.e. when the safety ef
the werkers is not (yet) endangered. This conviction is less preneunced with
respect to the décision making process during an effective release.

The majority ef the prévention advisors thinks that the werkers will be prepared to
exécute the necessary actions in case ef a threat ef a chemical release (6/9) er an
effective chemical release (7/9), previded that the necessary individual pretective
measures are fereseen. The opinions ef the prévention advisors are dissenting with
respect to the behavieur ef the industrial werkers in case ef a nuclear threat er effective
release. Nuclear risks are perceived to be more dangereus than chemical risks, due te
the werkers' unfamiliarity with the nuclear (8/9). Merely 2 companies have a fully
elaborated nuclear emergency plan; both companies dispose ef persennel that is limited
nuclear skilied, as well a s elementary nuclear measuring devices.
•

The support ef interventien décisions in industrial areas requires information the fédéral
authorities cannet dispose ef in a fast and efficient way: the status ef the industrial facility
(fer instance: 'in opération' versus 'in revision'), the time needed te shut down at least
safely, the maximum possible duratien ef sheltering, etc. Mereever, the threatened
industrial companies will be the very last te be infermed en the severity ef the situatiën
and en the necessary actions, in case the existing information and communication
procedures are strictly fellewed. This may result in less ef time (some hours), that may
be very cestly te firms with a longer shut-down duratien, er may even preveke dangereus
situations. All prévention advisors indicate the need fer technical information with respect
te the severity ef the (possible) release, as well as spécifie advise with respect te the
necessary pretective actions.
•

8

The majority ef the prévention advisors prefers to be infermed by the nuclear power
plant operator (8/9) and the régional authorities (7/9), because ef the directness ef
the resulting communication and as a sign ef being 'goed neighbeurs'. Moreever,
the nuclear power plant operator and the régional authorities are assumed te be
better infermed en the spécifie characteristics ef the industrial companies and their
operatienal status at the mement ef the crisis.

All companies have sufficiënt respiration protection devices and protective clothing at their disposai.

Nevertheless, the majority of the prevention advisors (6/9) also attaches great
interest to the Information obtained from the fédéral authorities because of lts
objective character.

4.

Recommendations

The following actions could be considered to increase the efficiency of countermeasurés in
industrial areas:
•

Every industrial company in the emergency planning zone of a nuclear power plant could
prepare spécifie and applicable actions in a well-elaborated 'industrial' nuclear
emergency plan. When drawing up these emergency plans, the adyice of a nuclear
expert is indispensable.

•

The members of the safety service and the intervention workers could be trained in the
field of nuclear risks, possible countermeasurés, etc. This could improve communication
during a nuclear crisis, diminish confusion and as such, increase the probability of
successfully implementing particular actions.

•

It could be considered to have the nuclear power plant operator not only immediately
inform the government's crisis centre in case of a (possible) release, but also the
surrounding industrial companies as indication of being 'good neighbours'. This would
allow these companies to initiate a number of preliminary actions (as clearly described in
their 'industrial' nuclear emergency plans), in anticipation of the competent authorities'
advice. A s such, the loss of costly time could be strongly reduced.

•

In the pre-release phase, it is important not to implement too inten/ening
countermeasurés too conservatively, from the point of view that they can be éasily
scaled-down aftenwards. In industrial régions, this policy might result in important
economie losses and/or create considérable secondary risks.

•

Finally, it has been found that in particular circumstances important secondary risks can
be avoided by shortly exposing a very limited number of workers to radiation (for
instance: short opérations in open air during sheltering, or during safe shut-down),
resulting in doses possibly exceeding the traditional intervention levels. It can be
considered to draw up a distinct set of intervention levels for this small group of workers,
taking into account the following principles:
•

every exposure must be necessary to avoid or reduce important (chemical) risks;

•

the intervention workers should dispose of the necessary individual respiratory
protection devices and protective clothing;

•

deterministic effects should be avoided.

It is important not to treat the issue of (preventively) implementing countermeasurés in
industrial areas as such, but to integrate it in a global (nuclear) emergency management
policy. This implies the intégration of the 'industrial' nuclear emergency plans in the national
nuclear emergency plan, the optimisation of the Information and communication streams
between the nuclear power plant operator, the industrial company and the régional and
national authorities, etc.
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